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EQUIPMENT MAKES A DIFFERENCE
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Tools of the trade



Equipment can impact the relationship between
dogs and humans
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Not a tether or restraint

Aurora, Colorado



Facilitate communication



Equipment-centered expertise
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Boldry is informed by the nuanced and passionate worlds
of dog training, behavior, canine health and fitness, service
animals, and other dog experts and lovers



Opinions and recommendations are open new to
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Choose the right tool for the job
 Understand

Considerations

the need

(problem)
 Desired outcome




(solution)

Design Matters
 Know

the purpose & intended
use of product

 Purpose



affects design

 Design &



materials affect

function
 Function

is affected by fit and
method of use

Arbitrarily modification
= high probability of failure

 Thoughtful

consideration of
changes & modifications




EX: adding rubber treads to
stilettos does not make them
hiking shoes

Everyday Dilemmas


Equipment can limit (or enhance) performance of both the
person and dog



Each dog/person/situation has unique needs



Seek alternatives if something is not “working”



Finding the right gear can make life easier





Examples:

Remain open to possibilities


There’s always another option and/or room for improvement



Withhold judgement without full context and complete
understanding



Willingness to pivot with new information and perspective

What is the product’s purpose?
How is it intended to be used?
What is the desired outcome?
Who is it for, and how will they be affected?
Why would someone choose to use it?


Aesthetics, style, cost, convenience, availability, accessibility,
function, design, etc.

Aversive Tools




Training devices intended to cause pain


Electronic Shock Collars



Prong/Pinch



Choke Chains



Dominant Dog Collars (snap/choke)

“Gentle & Humane” tools can be aversive, too



Getting tangled up? Try a shorter leash.



Acknowledge the dog’s individual response



Can’t hold the leash? Consider Hands-free.



The dog determines what is aversive



Dog is stronger than person and/or lacks impulse control?
Consider a “mechanical advantage” with a no-pull harness or
halter



Dog fights the harness? Try something else. Keep trying!



Any tool or device that causes a dog feel frightened,
avoid, shut down, panic, or fight
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Expectations & Limitations

Physical Impact & Research

Any tool is only as good (or bad) as the hands that use it



Applying pressure = physical impact



How it’s used matters!





No “one-size-fits-all” tool or approach

Research indicates dog’s natural movement is affected by
wearing a harness



Expect well-designed, quality equipment to perform well for
it’s intended purpose, when used appropriately



Lack of available evidence of safety or long-term
consequences of dogs working in harness



No device should be seen as a substitute for training





Personal responsibility and education

Limited studies on dog harnesses should be considered
carefully, yet avoid misinterpretation beyond the results of the
study



Pro tip: Just because something exists, does not mean it
works or is safe to use



Minimizing impact and high pressure areas may help reduce
wear and tear on joints over time = reasonable conclusion from
available information



Actively seeking better designs to reduce potential risks



Reference German
Reference English

Blue 9 has researched canine physiology
to design a better everyday harness
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Annyx has done their homework!

PerfectFit has done their homework!

Work is Hard


Working dogs necessarily experience stress



Applying pressure to a dog’s harness or asking a dog to perform
physical tasks with a harness will, by definition, have an impact on
the dog’s body



Orthopedic veterinarians and canine sports medicine rehabilitation
specialists are the professionals best qualified to evaluate a dog’s
suitability to perform physical work



No data to determine what amount of downward pressure is safe,
the size/weight ratio of dog to person, or effect of repeated force



Make a reasonable attempt to find the best option for a given
individual and their dog



Evaluate benefits vs. risks of both sides of partnership



Incorporate a comprehensive fitness and exercise routine to keep
dog in top physical condition

Personal Responsibility


Everyone is an expert on what works for them



We only know what we know (and vice versa)



Consult experts, actively seek knowledge, ask questions



Differentiate opinion from fact



Reserve judgement in absence of full context



Educate without insulting



Be reasonable



Take responsibility for your choices and actions
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Leash/Lead


Basic


4 or 6 foot standard, fixed length, simple construction



Leather, rope, woven material/webbing, cable or chain



Long Lines



Multi-functional



Hands-Free



Equipment Review



LET’S TALK ABOUT GEAR


Exercise, play, exploring, tracking, distance training, etc.
Snap on both ends, adjusts to different positions



Wear over the shoulder



Belt, around the waist



Attach to wheelchair

Other: Retractable (ex: Flexi), bungie, multi-dog, metal-free
airport lead, infinite special order and custom possibilities
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Hands-Free Lead
Pros


Convenience, use your hands for
something else

Cons


Not for everyone and every dog!



Only for trained dogs if determined to
be a safe option



Can encourage better handling skills
(prevent heavy handed leash use!)



Dogs like consistency





Option for people with disabilities that
cannot operate or hold a standard leash

Potential hazard of tripping and
dragging





Children with service dogs that provide an
“anchor” task

Unique hazards for wheelchair users
and people with disabilities





Wheelchair users, if leash is designed to
avoid entanglement

Consider a quick-release, or panic
release option



Not for dogs that lunge or pull hard
on the leash



Possible option for dogs that absolutely
must be physically controlled, eliminates
dropping the leash



Consider this only if it’s safe to tether the
dog and person
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Stunt Runner by Stunt Puppy
BLD 8-Way Lead

Liberty Wristband

Collar: flat buckle
Pros

Cons



Generally considered safe





Everyday collar or working
gear

Dogs can get entangled during
“mouthy” play





Readily available

Possibility of strangulation if caught
on an object



Many styles, colors, materials





Quick release buckles =
easy to unlatch and remove

Some dogs can back out of collar
and escape



Holds dog tags, id’s



Loose leash walking or
minimal restraint





Fearful dogs



Thick neck and small head
(greyhounds)

Leash-pulling applies high pressure
to sensitive neck, increases pressure
in eyes
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Rolled Collar by Auburn Leather
Brahma Double D-ring Collar by BLD

Keep Safe break-away collar by PetSafe
Leather Quick Release Collar by BLD
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Collar: martingale or limited slip
Pros

Cons



Tightens a limited amount via a
chain or loop of fabric



Not for everyday wear; use only
with a leash



Walking, training, or working
gear



Possibility of strangulation if caught
on an object



Good for dogs that slip out of
flat collars



Tight adjustment can deliver a
harsh correction



Adjust “closed” position to dog’s
neck size to minimize choking



Same leash-pulling risks as any
other collar



Fastener-Free variation for
people with low dexterity to
eliminate buckles or clips

Leather Martingale Collar by BLD

Greyhound Leather Dog Collar in Martingale Style Whippets Lurchers Borzoi by Collar Direct

Fastener Free limited-slip Collar by BLD
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Dog Halters/Head Collars
Pros

Cons



Reduce leash-pulling and lunging with
minimal pressure



Takes time to acclimate to “stuff on my
face”



Offers control of the dog’s head;
mechanical advantage



Some dogs find halters aversive



Dogs can slip them off

Many brands and styles



Always use a back-up leash or safety
tether



Some people misuse them: Only use with
loose leash and gentle handling
techniques



Never drag or steer the dog by the head



Possibility of neck injury from improper use



Use only with a leash’ never leave dog
unsupervised



Not a substitute for training









Leash under chin vs. Leash behind head



Variation means another style may work
better

Frequently used when dog is stronger
than the person, and many people
with disabilities
Most effective with R+, gentle and
patient acclimation and counterconditioning

Gentle Leader
by PetSafe

Perfect Pace Dog Halter or Halter Leash
by from BLD

Snoot Loop

Comfort Trainer

Halti Optifit Extra
by In The Company of Animals
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Basic/Walking Harnesses
Pros

Infin8 / Haltermate
by Black Dog Wear

Canny Collar
By The Canny Company

NewTrix Dog Halter

Cons



Many styles and designs, readily available



Harness will impact natural gait



Generally safe and escape resistant



Can encourage leash-pulling



Good for walking, exercise, control, and
restraint when needed



Physically controlling dog’s body
may increase leash reactivity



Eliminates neck/throat pressure and choking
risks associated with halters and collars



Some dogs find harnesses aversive



Some harnesses with straps straight
across the chest can restrict
movement or pinch shoulders



Wider area of pressure distribution around
dog’s core



Generally comfortable and well-tolerated





Ergonomically correct designs have minimal
restriction of natural movement (V or Y breast
straps preferred)

Poor fit can affect dog’s comfort
and movement with potential for
wear and tear on joints over time





Can provide mechanical advantage for
strong dogs and solve leash pulling

Easy to overuse with excessive leash
pressure

by NewTrix Advanced Dog Gear

DT Harness by Dean and Tyler
Sport Harness by Comfort Flex

Cowboy Leather Tracking Harness
by Dean and Tyler
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Padded Y-Harness by Hurtta

Urban Trail Adjustable Harness
by Alpine Outfitters

Ezee Walker, available at Leerburg

Front Clip No-Pull training harnesses

Fun & Protect, Search Dog Harness by Anny-x Functional Stuff



Leash attaches to front of dog’s chest



Some designs offer two leash connections



Provides mechanical advantage to teach a dog not to pull



Directs dog’s forward movement back around to handler



Many designs with different features, the best are highlighted here



See: Whole Dog Journal’s review for this type of harness
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Perfect Fit Harness by Dog Games

Walk In Sync Harness and Leash
Freedom Harness by 2 Hounds Design

By Walk In Sync
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Connected Control Harness
by BLD
Front Range Harness by Ruffwear

Working & Sport Harnesses

Everyday Working Harness
Harness
by BLD



Purpose-Driven design



Durable, supportive, wide pressure distribution



Includes:


Patrol, Tracking & Search Dog work (some pulling, minimal restraint)



Agitation/Protection work (restraint)



Tactical/air lift (support dog’s body for lifting)



Sled pulling, Skijoring, Dogjoring (light loads, long distance)



Draft/Carting (light loads, medium distance)



Heavy weight pulling (heavy loads, short distance)



Seatbelt/vehicle restraint (crash impact safety)
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Tracking/Agitation
Harness
by BLD

Icon Air Harness
By Ray Allen
Everyday Working Harness
Harness
by BLD

X-Back Racing Harness

X-Back Sled Harness

by NEEWA Sport & Utility Gear

by Alpine Outfitters

Siwash Cart Harness by Fido Gear
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Service Dog Gear


Basic Vest



Working Harness/Vest/Backpack



Guide Harness



General Assistance Harness



Balance or Mobility Assistance Harnesses









Weight Pulling Harness
by Dean & Tyler

Load-Up Harness by Ruffwear

Visibility and identification
May accommodate leash attachment, hold medical equipment, etc.
American vs. European style

Light duty, close-contact, facilitate communication



Walking, balance, gait stabilization, wheelchair pulling, etc.



Very specialized, must be considered carefully

Cape Style Service Dog Vest with Pockets
by Sitstay
Padded Harness Service Dog Vest
by Active Dogs
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DT Harness
by Dean and Tyler

Cape/Vest shown alone with chest strap, and on mobility harness
by Bold Lead Designs

ClassiPack by Classi Products
“American Style”

“European Style”

handle connects in front of shoulders

handle connects behind shoulders
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Mind the Gap








Cost vs. Quality
Off-the-shelf vs. Custom
Accessory vs. Durable Medical
Equipment
Many products, many sellers; few
are well designed
Need/demand for Service Dogs is
outpacing availability/experience
Little, if any, evidence of safety and
long-term affects for dog or human
Lack of knowledge and information
= potential for misinterpretation

Service Dog Harnesses from
JJ Dog Supply and Active Dogs

Ruffwear’s recreational consumer dog products
offer more structural support and better
pressure distribution than most offerings by service dog equipment providers
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Rethinking the
Assistance Harness
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Different handles for different purposes
Balance vs. Pulling
Rigid vs. Flexible

Rethinking the Guide Harness
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Reference Material
Visit website https://boldleaddesigns.com/reference-material/
Glossary of Terms
 Presentation Notes
 Independent Product Reviews & Recommendations
 Training Articles
 Research and Reference Articles
 Infographics and nifty diagrams
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